Iroquoian dictionaries, words are listed as what are called 'bases,' or units of meaning. As Woodbury says, 'By this we mean that the unit's meaning or its shape cannot be determined exclusively from a knowledge of the form or the meaning of its elements.' This choice probably accords with intuitions of speakers about what a word is. It is not feasible to list every word of a language like Onondaga, as the number of words would be incredibly large. What is required to use a print dictionary of this type of language is knowledge about the structure of the word so that the base can be accessed. On-line dictionaries may well be able to overcome this limitation at some point; meanwhile, compilers of dictionaries of morphologically complex languages have much to learn from the thought that went into organizing this dictionary.
I end this review with a brief discussion of another highlight of the dictionary. There are copious notes on lexical items, notes which are of value both linguistically and culturally. Some are linguistic the choice of variant of a word is determined by what aspect is present or by particular phonological conditioning. Others are sociological alternate forms are used by different speakers. Yet others are historical changes in the language since the early recordings. Finally, the dictionary is rich with cultural notes a base refers to a ritual of a particular type.
I have not done justice to the outstanding quality of this dictionary in this brief review. It and the other recent dictionaries provide a remarkable resource and an everlasting record of Onondaga in the latter half of the twentieth century. (KEREN In the five essays that constitute Playing Dead, including a new Prelude and Coda, Wiebe repeatedly reminds us that his main goal is to understand the North and its history, to learn its secrets and mysteries, and to comprehend it as both a physical region and an idea in his own head: 'I desire
